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The design

At this point I made a design with all the layers. I made common, rare and ultra
rare layers that will be imported into a visual studio code project to generate
NFT’s. Below here is the full picture of my NFT with all the layers included. This
image only does not show all the backgrounds because it does not fit in one
picture. All the layer have been made with photoshop.


The assets used in the NFT’s have copyrights. So for proof of concept I used
these assets. If I would have more time I would made my own. I also have to
watch out with uploading it to opensea and make sure that I only use it for
proof of concept.
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The background layers

These are the backgrounds used in the NFT’s. 2 of them are very common and 1
of them is very rare.

This is a common background

This is a common background

This is a rare background 

chances 1 out of 10
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The static layers

These layers are in every image the same. In these are no vatiations and are
always the same in every NFT.

The ground is always in the

picture in the same style. It has

some external layers included.

The tree is also always in the 

picture in the same style. It also

contains some external layers.
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The tree item layers

In the tree are items that are pretty common. You always have at least one tree
item. Some Ultra Rare NFT’s have multiple items in the tree.

A window on the tree

A tree door

A hole in the tree

A lantern light
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The underground items

The underground items are valued as common, rare and ultra rare. Most of the
times there is only 1 item under the ground. It is possible to get a ultra rare with
more items.

Stones

The stones are very common, these have no value at all.

Rare Fossils

The fossils are pretty rare items. You will not get these so often.

Ultra Rare Fossils

The fossils are ultra rare items. You will almost never get these. If you have
these in you NFT its worth a lot more than normal!
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Generating NFT’s with node.js

First off I started making all the layers on their own and devided them in
folders. (See image below).

In the folder are the layers that has to be generated in the NFT. All the layers
have a chance to be in one of the NFT’s. After the name of the layer you will see
a # with a number behind it. The higher the number the more common it is.
The lower the number after the # the more rare the layer will be. (See below)

These numbers will be used in the node.js project to valuate the layers.
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Generating NFT’s with node.js

After getting everything ready and sorting all the layers its time to open visual
studio and get started! I used this open source project from Github to get
started making my NFT’s. https://github.com/HashLips/hashlips_art_engine

I followed the readme to know how to use the project in order to create my
NFT’s.


I started off with all the settings that are needed to import my layers and get
everything set up. See the readme to have an idea of what I had done.
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Generating NFT’s with node.js

When eveything was done I ran the node index.js and generated the NFT’s.

After this was done all the NFT’s where created in another folder.
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Generating NFT’s with node.js
This is the result of my generated NFT’s!!!
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Uploading the NFT to opensea

Ofcourse the NFT has to be uploaded to opensea the marketplace for NFT’s. So
first off I had to create a cryptocurrency wallet. I used metamask as wallet
because its very easy to setup. I also had this wallet already. When you created
a wallet you can download the Google chrome plugin to use it more easily.
Check out the whole website for more information about this crypto wallet.


https://metamask.io/
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Uploading the NFT to opensea

After the metamask I linked the wallet to the opensea network to login and
make my profile. It looks like this:

Once that was done I uploaded my NFT to opensea. I used the Polygon
network because its very low in fees and cheap to use. This is perfect for proof
of concept. Here below is my NFT uploaded to opensea.
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Uploading the NFT to opensea

With uploading the NFT I had to give it a name and add some preffered
settings. See this and next page.
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Uploading the NFT to opensea
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Uploading the NFT to opensea

This is the seller page. IT ALL WORKED!!! I uploaded my first NFT to the
opensea marketplace.

